
WHY ESTABLISH TOWNSHIP FREEDOM SANCTUARIES?

We the Freedom-Loving Citizenry of the Townships across Minnesota intend to live as A Free People,
despite many years of witnessing & suffering under the unconstitutional erosion of our Freedoms. It 
has become imperative for us to consider how we might lawfully and constitutionally fortify our 
communities against the onslaught of legislation and administrative actions by governmental 
authorities which are and have for years been violating The Constitution of the United States and our 
God-Given Rights as Free and Sovereign Persons created in the Divine Image. For this purpose and to 
these ends, we intend to establish Sanctuaries of Freedom in Minnesota—Township by Township.
       It is very clear to us citizens that the Social Contract has been broken between us and the State of 
Minnesota has broken in too many ways to enumerate here completely or definitively. Suffice it to say 
that the most important aspect of the Social Contract is the protection of children & those most 
vulnerable. The State of Minnesota has brazenly broken precisely this aspect of the Social Contract in 
some of the most egregious ways ever seen in our nation’s history. We do not believe that the God to 
whom we and our forbears have prayed for rain to fall upon our fields would ever bless the mutilation 
of our children or the use of our education system to confuse and groom our children to be turned over 
to the pedophiles.
      On the world stage, we have seen the State of Minnesota fail to protect its citizens in the shameful 
riots where a police station was surrendered to the rioters, as our cities burned, and no timely 
intervention was mounted against the crime and chaos. During the pandemic, a host of businesses, 
churches and other lawful enterprises were declared non-essential and were illegally and 
unconstitutionally shut down and destroyed.
     Our senior citizens who trusted us to shelter them in their most vulnerable time of life were 
subjected to pandemic-infected persons being housed by our Governor in their nursing homes. In 
Minnesota, our seniors died—because of this murderous policy—in greater numbers than in any other 
state, including New York. Minnesota has some of the most extreme abortion legislation in the world.
     Now, we are seeing legislation being proposed which would inevitably take us down the path 
toward the normalization of pedophilia, by giving pedophiles the rights of a protected class. We are 
also seeing a totalitarian apparatus being constructed before our very eyes here in Minnesota where 
complaints can be made anonymously and
registered in a government database by those offended because a fellow citizen exercised their right to
Freedom of Speech. Presumably, as is already being done in the State of Michigan, citizens will be 
fined for offending their fellow citizens.
       Why are we taking action now? On the most fundamental level, the State of Minnesota has ceased 
to be The United States of America because Minnesota has enshrined in legislation one violation of our
Bill of Rights after another. Further, the enormity of State power and authority directly asserted or 
indirectly implied by such legislation does not and cannot exist in The Land of the Free and the Home 
of the Brave.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE ACTIONS THAT ARE BEING CONSIDERED?

For these reasons and more than could be listed here, it is our intention to form in this tender and 
beloved land of ours “Sanctuaries of Freedom” in our Townships where we will marshall all legal 
means first and foremost to protect our children and those most vulnerable against governmental 
action. We will stand our ground and we will never yield.

       ( CONTINUED ON REVERSE)



Some of the actions we are in the process of exploring and undertaking include the 
following:

◊◊◊ Our chief priority is to establish local Grand Juries in each Township and in full accordance with 
our rights as citizens to do so under the US Constitution and as re-affirmed by our Supreme Court in 
1992, with Justice Scalia having authored the majority opinion.

◊ We believe that restoring the original rubric of law given to us by our Founding Fathers which is 
called Common Law is an essential & necessary element that is required for us, as a nation, to rebuild 
the foundations of our freedoms. This gives us an eminently more solid and sure foundation upon 
which to resist the encroachments of our State and Federal governments than we have available to us 
currently. Furthermore, we intend to go Township by Township to educate the citizens regarding the US
Constitution and Common Law and to obtain citizen support for this act of restoration.

◊ Furthermore, we will employ all legal means currently available to us to fight any State or Federal 
action which we deem harmful to our children and those most vulnerable as well as anything that may 
serve the common good within our communities.

◊ We will also explore and leave open the possibility that our Townships would secede into North and 
South Dakota and possibly Iowa where the rights of citizens are much more well-protected and the 
legislatures do not tend to pass laws based upon extremist ideologies. The Patriot Townships in the 
State of Oregon are seeing “The Greater Idaho Movement” make good progress in this direction toward
securing more fully their personal liberties.

Here is what we are asking of you, at this time:

Please let us know how we may contact you, so that you can be notified about public meetings related 
to these matters and other important issues. Prayerfully consider giving regular and consistent financial
support to this Cause—no matter how small.
Please go to:     https://saveyourcities.com    To CONTACT WEBSITE Menu, so  that we can send 
you relevant communications. For those who want to provide their contact information by phone, 
please call Rick Willey at (763) 248-5252.

https://saveyourcities.com/

